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ABSTRACT 
Suppose each of m, n, and k is a positive integer, k > n, A is a (real-valued) 
symmetric n-linear function on E,, and B is a k-linear symmetric function on E,,,. The 
tensor and symmetric products of A and B are denoted, respectively, by A @B and 
A.B. The identity 
n k ( )( 1 
lIA.Bl12= “,,; ~ lIA@qBl12 
q=O ( 1 n 
is proven by Neuberger in [l]. An immediate consequence of this identity is the 
inequality 
In this paper a necessary and sufficient condition for 
is given. It is also shown that under certain conditions the inequality can be 
considerably improved. This improvement results from an analysis of the terms 
IIABqB 11, l< 4 < n, appearing in the identity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If m and n are positive integers, then let T(m,n) denote the linear space 
whose elements are the real-valued n-linear functions on E,,,, and let S (m,n) 
denote the subspace of T (m, n) whose elements are the symmetric members 
of T(m,fl). If x={x,,xs ,..., x,,,} is an orthonormal basis for E, and A E 
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T(m,n), then let 
5 2 ... 5 [A(x,~,x,~,...,~~“)]~ 
l/2 
. 
p,=l pz=l Pn=l 
It can be shown that this norm is independent of the choice of orthonormal 
basis. (See [5, p. 1391 and [6, p. 791.) Subsequently, the subscript x will not 
be used. The inner product generated by this norm will be denoted by ( , ). 
Let S denote the orthogonal projection of T( m, n) onto S (m, n). It is true 
that if yi E Em, 1 < i < n, and A E T(m,n) then 
where P(n) denotes the symmetric group on { 1,2,3,. . . , n}. 
If A E S (m, n) and B E S (m, k), then S (A @ B) is denoted by A.B and 
called the symmetric product of A and B. This is the notation of [2, p. 1241. 
Of course, A @ B means the element of T(m, n + k) such that 
for all yi,~~,...,y~+~ in Em. If O< i<n and yi~Em, l<i<n-j, then by 
A(yi~yz,...,y,-J is meant that member D of S (m,/) such that 
D(r,,x,,..., xj)=A(yi,y2 ,..., Y~_~,x~,x~ ,..., xi) for all x1,x2 ,..., xi~E,,,. If 
C E T(m, I), then by AC is meant that member D of S (m, n - i) such that 
D (xi, x2,. . . > ~,_~)=<A(x,,x,,..., x,_J,C) for all x1,x2 ,..., x,_~EE,,,. The 
function AC= CA is called the inner product of A and C. Note that if 
Yl,Yz,***~Yn-i EE,, thenA(yi,y2,...,y~_J=A(yi@y2@... @yn-J, where 
Yi@Yyz@‘. * @ yn_ i denotes that member of T (m, n - i) such that if 
x1,x2,..., x,,_(E E,, then (yl@ y2@ **- 8 Y~_~)(~~,x~,...,x~_~) 
=( ypxJ< y2,Q-. . < yn-i,+). Al so, if 9 is a non-negative integer such 
that 9 < n < k, then by A @JOB is meant that member D of T (m, n + k - 29) 
such that D(y,,...,y,+k_2q)=(A(y1,...,yn_4),B(y~_4+1,...,yn+k-2q)) for 
all y1,y2,..., Y,,+~_~~ in E,,,. By A @a B is meant A @B, and A @,, B means 
AB. 
The following definitions are also needed. If A E S (m,n) and 1 < 9 < n, 
then let P,(A)={CICES(m,q); AC=O}. It is clear that P,(A) is a linear 
subspace of S (m,q). Let Qq(A) denote the orthogonal complement [in 
S (m, 9)] of Pp (A). Let A, denote the linear transformation from T (_m, 9) into 
S (m,n - 9) such that A,(C) = AC for each C E T(m, 9), and let A, denote 
the restriction of A, to S (m,q). Note that if C E T (m,q) then 
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A,(_C)=A,(W))~ h ence range(Aq) = range(xq). Also, P,(A) is the null space 
of A,. 
Let X,(A), where A E S (m,n) and 0 < q < n/2, denote the minimum 
eigenvalue of (A,) * (&), and let ~~(A)=X,(A)/l(Ajj2. 
The main result of this paper is Theorem 7, which states that if B E 
S (m, k), then 
An essential tool in deriving (I) is the equality 
min(n,k)   )( k 9 
1IA.B II’= 2 4 1 
9=0 
n + k 
( 1 
llA@$ II’* 
n 
(2) 
which is proven by Neuberger in [l]. 
In the special case of A and B decomposable, (1) is comparable to a 
result of Marcus and Soules. Suppose A = xi.xz’ . . . .x,, and B = yi.y2. * . . .yk, 
where x1,. . .,x,,, yl,. . . , yk are in Em. Observe that 
IIAll”= $per(G(x,,...,x,))3 
where G (x1, . . . , x-J denotes the gram matrix generated by xi,. . . , xn. Let 
C=G(x 1,.*.>x”>yl>...,yk)= 
where C, is n-square. Since C is an (n + k)-square positive semi-definite 
Hermitian matrix, it is true (see the proof of Theorem 2 in [3]) that 
per(C)- per(C, > A”-‘min(C,)h k-1min(CZ)tr(DD*)1/2, where 
Xmin(x) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of the Hermitian matrix X. This 
implies that 
~IA~B~~2-I~A@B~j12> 
X”-‘min(C,)Xk-‘min(C,) 
n!k! 
[tr(DD*)]“*. 
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Rewriting (l), it is seen that 
[min(n/2,k)l 
(n~k)llA-~lIZ-llA~~I12~ c (;)(~)P~(A)/IAW~. (4) 
q=l 
The inequalities (3) and (4) have different limitations. It is clear that 
h min( C,) > 0 if and only if the vectors xi, x2,. . . ; x, are linearly independent. 
In particular, hmin( C,) = 0 whenever n > m. The inequality (4) is not limited 
in this way. In fact, there is a broad class of examples in which (4) gives a 
positive estimate for l]A.B]]2-]]A@B]]2 but (3) does not. 
2. STATEMENTS AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Zf A E S (m, n) and 0 < i < n, then Ai is the adjoint of A,_i. 
Theorem 1 is equivalent to the statement that if A E S (m, n), C E T(m, j), 
and D~T(rn,n-j), where O< iSn, then (AC, D) = (C,AD). Since 
(AC,D)=(S(AC),D)=((AC),S(D))=(A(S(C)),S(D)), it is sufficient to 
prove that (AF,G)=(F,AG) whenever F l S(m,j) and G ~S(m,n--ii). 
For this result see [2, Sec. 21. 
THEOREM 2. Zf AES(m,n), BES(m,k), k>n>j>O, and A@$%=O, 
then ABiB=O, if i< i< n. 
Proof. Let { e,}y= i denote an orthonormal basis for E,. Observe that 
A@$(x,,...,x~+~_~)= 5 A~',B(x,,...,x,_2,el,e,,x,_,,...,3C,+k-4). 
l=l 
Similarly, it is possible to obtain A Bi+ ,B from A @$I ( j > 1). Therefore, 
A@,,B=OifAQjB=Oandj<i<n. W 
THEOREM 3. Zf AES(m,n), BES( m,k), and k>n>j>O, then 
IIAi”B,_iIl = jjBi”A,_~ll = IIA@iB 11. 
The “0” means composition of mappings, and I] T]], where T is a linear 
transformation, means the Euclidean norm of T. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let { ei}yz I be an orthonormal basis for E,,,. If i = 0, 
then the conclusion of the theorem is clear. Suppose / > 1. The set { ePl@ 
ePg@. . 
Hence 
* 63 ep, 11~ p, < m, 1 Q i < f} is an orthonormal basis for T(m, j). 
IIAjoBk_il12= 2 . . . 
p1=1 P&,=1 
The adjoint of A,oB~_~ is B,oA,_,.; therefore, 
IIA@jB I/ = lIAj”Bk_jll = IIBj”A”_j~(* n 
THEOREM 4. 
= 0 if and only 
ZfAES(m,n), BES(m,k), andk>n>/>l, thenACGjB 
if Qj (A) is orthogonal to Qj (B). 
Proof By Theorem 3, IIA~iBII=lIAjoB,_jlI. If ACGjB=O, then the 
range of Bk_j must be contained in the null space of Aj. But range(Bk_j) c 
S (m, j); hence range(& j) c Pi(A). Recalling that Bk_ j is the adjoint of Bj, it 
follows that range( Bk_ j) = Qj( B), 
Qj( B) is orthogonal to Qj(A). 
and so Qj(B)c Pi(A). This proves that 
By reversing the above argument one sees that if Q,(B) is orthogonal to 
Qj(A), thenABjB=O. n 
THEOREM 5. Zf A E S (m,n) and B ES (m,k), then 
if and only if Q,(A) is orthogonal to Q,(B), or equivalently, Q,(A) c P,(B). 
Proof. The result is a consequence of (2) and Theorems 2 and 4. n 
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If A and B are decomposable, Theorem 5 has a particularly simple 
restatement. Let A = xi*lta= . . . .x,, and let B = yi.ys= . . . .yk, where 
Xl, - * * 3 xn, y1, * *. > yk are in E,,,. It is a fact that Q,(A) and Q,(B) are merely the 
linear spans of the vectors xi,. . . ,x,, and yi,. . . , yk, respectively. Hence, 
IlAW2=( ni-k -111AC9B~~2ifandonlyif (xi,yi)=Oforeach l<i<n and n ) 
l< i<k. 
THEOREM 6. If A E S (m, n) and 0 < q < n/2, then the following state- 
ments are equivalent. 
(4 h,(A) > 0. 
(b) Kq is-one- to-one. 
(c) Det(A”_sOxJ=Det((;ib)*(‘;ib))#O. 
(d) If {eilY=1 is an orthonormul basis for E,,,, then the collection 
{A(e,,,..., ePq)il < p, < p2 < + * . < pq < m} is linearly independent. 
Proof. If q > n/2, then the dimension of S (m,q) is greater than the 
dimension of S (m, n - q). Hence, & cannot be one-to-one if q > n/2. The 
equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) is clear. If { ei}‘&i is an orthonormal basis for 
E,thenthecollection{ePl.e ~~~~~ePJl<p,<~~~ <p,<m}isanorthogo- 
nal basis for S (m, q). Note t&t A(ePl.eP2. . . . *eP,) = A (eP,, ePp,. . . , eP,). There- 
fore, & is one-to-one if and only if {A(ep,, . . . , eP,)ll < p, < . . . < ps < m} is 
linearly independent. This proves that the four statements are equivalent. n 
If A is a decomposable member of S (m,n) and A = x1.x2* . * * ex,,, then x1 
is one-to-one if and only if the vectors x1,. . . ,x,, span E,,,. 
THEOREM 7. IfAES(m,n) and B~S(rn,k), then 
n k 
JIA-B II2 2 
[min(n/z.k)l q q 
c 
( )( 1 
q=o 
n+ k P~(AMA@~~~~. 
( ) n 
Proof. Let { ei};l=, be an orthonormal basis for E,. By Theorem 3, 
IJA@9B112= IIAqoBk_qlJ2= lIB90An_9112. Therefore, 
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= 2 . . . 
Pl=l 
E lIAq(B(e,,,e,,~...,e,~)l12 
P&-q=1 
> g **. 
PI=1 
5 ~q(A)II~(e,~~~~~~e,_p)llZ 
Pk-,=I 
Similarly, JJA~,,B1/2>Xq(B)IIA112=~q(B)IIAC9Bl12. The conclusion of the 
theorem now follows from (2). n 
An inequality that is better than (1) can be obtained as follows: if 
AES(m,n) and B ~S(m,k), then let. 
Xq(A,B)=inf 
llA,(C)l12 
II C II 
=l, C Erange(Bk_q) . 
I 
The method used to prove Theorem 7 is also successful in showing that 
[min(n.t)l 
II2 2 
( n k 4 
1IA.B 
)( 4 1 
> 
q=o 
n+k P~(AJ%‘=‘~II~> 
( 1 
(5) 
4 
where ~J.,(A,B)=X,(A,B)/I]A]]~. Th e isa d’ d vantage in using (5) lies in the 
fact that the numbers P~(A,B) depend on both A and B. The numbers pq(A), 
however, do not depend on either B or the order of B. 
The inequality (1) has resulted in a broadening of the class of non-linear 
partial differential equations for which the successive-approximations tech- 
nique, described in [2] and 141, is successful in producing solutions, 
3. EXAMPLE 
Let A = (er)” + 2(eJ2* (e2)2+ (e&4. Let A(i,i,i,i,) denote A (e,,, ei,,ei3,ei,), 
where ii = 1 or 2. Let G denote the set of all non-decreasing sequences of 
length 4 whose terms are members of { 1,2>, and if (Y E G, then let cy i denote 
the number of times i appears in the sequence LY. An orthonormal basis 
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S (2,4) is 
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If double lexicographic ordering is used, then the matrix for & = (A,)* with 
respect to the above basis is 
’ A(llll) A(1211) A(2211) 1 0 ; 
2A(1112) 2A(1212) 2A(2212) = 0 $ 0 . 
A(1122) A(1222) A (2222) + 0 1 
I 
The eigenvalues of this matrix are $‘, 2, and $. Therefore, X,(A) = $. 
considerations give that X,(A) = 10 and X,(A) = llA112= !$. Therefore, 
llA~B/12~( “;“)-‘[; +( ;2)( ;)lo+( ;)( ;);],,W 
This result should be compared with the estimate 
IIA.BII’>f( “:“) -lb II2 
obtained by applying Neuberger’s inequality. 
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